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Updates

▪ **Bureau of Labor and Industries**  
  What's new, what's changed

▪ **Trucking Services Agreements**  
  Why and how they should be used

▪ **Surveyors and Prevailing Wage Rate Law**
Bureau of Labor & Industries

- Recent change of Labor Commissioners
- Recent name change for the Bureau
- Wage complaints/process using Doc Express
- (BOLI) Request for documents for investigation versus a Public Records Request

Wage Complaints

- BOLI Files
  - Notice of Claim & Resolution

- Wage Complaint Filed with BOLI

- BOLI Requests Payrolls/Daily Logs

- BOLI’s 180 Day Clock Begins
### Trucking Services Agreements (TSAs)

- Background – How we arrived here
- Intent and use of TSAs
- RE’s oversight and execution of TSAs
- Public Works Bonds

### Surveyors and Prevailing Wage Rate Law

- Effective January 1, 2016 considered covered under Prevailing Wage Rate Law (PWR)
- Landscape Contractors’ Board (LCB) versus Construction Contractors’ Board (CCB)
- “Construction Site Survey Party Chief” what are considered covered duties – Power Equipment Operator 2 group
Flagging Services

Effective July 1, 2017, flagging services must be licensed with the Construction Contractors’ Board.
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